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ABSTRACT 
It is proven that for banded patterns a block Toeplitz partial matrix has a minimal 
rank completion which is block Toeplitz. The results are applied to a variation of the 
partial realization problem. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let F be the field R or @. A rectangular array some of whose block 
entries are given (“specified”) matrices over lF, while the remaining entries 
are “unspecified’ (free to be chosen matrices over IF) is called a block partial 
matrix. The sizes of the blocks are compatible and prescribed. A completion 
of a block partial matrix is an allowed choice of values for the unspecified 
entries, resulting in an ordinary block matrix. We shall call a partial block 
matrix (block) Toeplitz if it allows a completion A = (aij) which is (block) 
Toeplitz, i.e., aij = ai+l,j+l. In this case the sizes of the blocks are equal. 
Given a Toeplitz partial block matrix, we are interested in whether it 
allows a minimal rank completion which is Toeplitz. Let us explain the 
terminology. If A is a partial block matrix, then its minimal rank mrA is 
defined by 
mr A = min{ rank A 1 A is a completion of A} . 
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A completion of A whose rank equals mrA is called a minimal rank 
completion of A. For a Toeplitz partial block matrix A we also introduce the 
Toeplitz minimal rank 
mrr A = min{ rank Al A is a Toeplitz completion of A}. 
Clearly, mrA < mrr A. The example 
? 1 ? 
A= ? ? 1 
[ 1 0 ? ? 
shows that in general there is no equality. It turns out, though, that for 
so-called banded patterns (i.e., consecutive diagonals are specified) there is 
always equality. We shall present this result in the next section. For the 
special case of triangular patterns it was already proven in [7, Theorem 2.11 
that the equality mr = mrr holds. An elementary proof of the tridiagonal 
scalar case may be found in [l]. In [3] the related problem of finding rank- 
preserving completions of (Toeplitz) partial matrices was discussed. In Section 
2 we shall apply the results to a partial realization problem. 
1. THE MAIN RESULT 
When considering Toeplitz completions of Toeplitz partial block matrices 
one may restrict one’s attention to patterns of specified entries with diagonals 
either completely specified or completely unspecified. Indeed, as soon as 
entry (i, j) is specified, then for a Toeplitz completion there is only one 
possibility for the entries (i + k, j + k), k E Z. Therefore, we shall indicate 
the patterns of partial block Toeplitz matrices via the specified diagonals, as 
follows. We say that A = ( Aj_i)rZ ij”= i is a partial block Toeplitz matrix 
(whose blocks are of size r X s) with pattern J c Z if A, is specified for 
k E J and A, is unspecified for k G J. (Of course, for 1 M 1 large the matrix 
will not contain entries Aj_ i with j - i = M. Such M are not meant to be 
considered, and we will always think of a partial matrix having a uniquely 
defined pattern. For simplicity of notation we will not stress the point.) We 
call the pattern J banded if J . IS a set of consecutive numbers, that is, if J is 
ofthe form J = {minJ,minJ + l,...,max]}. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a Toeplitz partial block matrix with a banded 
pattern. Then mr A = mrr A. 
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We will use the following notation in the proof. If X = ( Xij)r= i;= i is 
a (partial or full) block matrix, l<a<b<n and l<c<d<n, then 
we denote by X(a, . . . , b)[c, . . . , d] the matrix obtained from X by restrict- 
ing to rows a, a + 1,. . . , b and columns c, c + 1,. . . , d. So, for instancei 
X[2] denotes the second column of X. Further, if P is a projection, then P 
denotes the projection Z @ **a @ Z @ P. It is understood that in the expres- 
sion P( X,$= iy! i the projection P act,” only on the last block row of X (i.e., 
there are n - 1 identity matrices in P). If M c F’ is a subspace, then PM 
denotes the orthogonal projection onto M. 
Given a Toeplitz partial block matrix A with a banded pattern, we will 
construct in the following lemma by induction a lower triangular partial 
Toeplitz matrix C that coincides with the given A on the appropriate 
diagonals and has the same minimal rank. The outline of the construction is 
as follows. Given a lower triangular partial Toeplitz m$ix C corresponding to 
A(1,. . . , n - l), we shall piece C together using C and a (not necessary 
Toeplitz) minimal rank completion of D of A. A subspace flag structure Ki is 
designed to avoid conflict b+.veen the various stages, and describes in a 
certain sense which parts of C and which parts of D should be taken to fit 
into C. The main reason to use the minimal rank completion D is the fact 
that D contains the information of a possible linear dependence structure of 
a minimal rank completion of A. After the lemma we shall present an 
example in which we carry out the construction. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be a n x m banded Toeplitz partial block matrix 
(whose blocks are of size r X s) with pattern J, and suppose that 0 E J. Put 
t = min J, T = max J, and S(j) = min{m, j + T - t). Then there exists a 
lower triangular partial Toeplitz matrix 
c= 
such that 
c, . . . CT ? . . . 
c -1 *-* C T-l CT *** 
Cl-T-m 
Cl_, * ’ * * 
(i) Cj = Aj, t <j < T, 
(ii) mr C = mr A, and 
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such that 
(I) fir j = 2 - t, . . . , n, we have that mr (C(1, . . . , j)) remains the 
same if in C the uperator PKji C(j>[ 1, . . . , t - j - l] is replaced by 
any other operator Q : (Fs)t-J- ’ -+ Kj’ with 
RangeQ G RangeP,tA(j)[t -j,..., s(j)], 
and 
(II) 
mrC(l,..., j - 1) = mrSKjC(l ,..., j), j=2-t ,..., n. (1.2) 
Proof. We use induction on n. When n < 1 - t the statement is true, 
since in this case the pattern of A is triangular, and so we simply put C = A. 
Suppose that the lemma has been proven for partial block matrices of size 
(n - 1) X m, and let A be a banded Toeplitz partial block matrix of 
size n X m. Without loss of generality we may assume that 6(n) = m; 
otherwise we simply discard the fully unspecified columns in A. We shall 
construct the partial Toeplitz matrix C = (Cj_ &‘= 1 Jt= 1 = (C,,):, lT = 1 (we 
use both notations; in some cases Cj_ i is more convenient, while in others we 
prefer C,,). Of course, we put Cj = Aj for j E J. Applying the induction 
hypothesis onfiA(l,. . . , n - l), we obtain a par@ lower triangular Toeplitz 
block matrix C, say, satisfying (i), (ii) [i.e., mr C = mrA(1, . . . , n - l)], and 
(iii) with, say subspaces 
K 2-t 5 KS_t c *** c K,_, c IF’. 
Denote 
v= 
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Choose a (not necessarily Toeplitz) minimal rank completion B = 
(Bij)r= ilm_ i of PK,_ ,V such that B[2, . . . , m] is a minimal rank completion of 
&_ ,v[2, * * * , m] (this is possible because of Lemma 1.2 in [8]). Proposition 
4.2 in [6] now yields th?t B(2, . . . , n)[2, . , . , m] is a minimal rank completion 
of the partial matrix PK,_ IV(2, . . . , n>[2, . . . , m]. (Indeed, Proposition 4.2 in 
[6] in the finite chain case says that if X is a minimal rank completion of a 
lower triangular partial matrix X, then X(q, . . . , n) is a minimal rank comple- 
tion for X(q, . . . , n), q = 1, . . . , n.) One obtains now from (1.2) (for j = n - 
1) that 
rank ~(2 ,..., n)[2, . . . . m] = rank ~(2, . . . . n - I)[2 ,..., m]. 
This implies that 
rank B[2,..., m] = rank B(1,. . . , n - I)[2,. . . , m]. 
Using now the minimal rank formula for triangular patterns obtained in 161, 
we get 
rank B = mr 
B(l,..., n - l)[l] B(l)..., n - 1)[2 ,..., m] 
? B(n)[2,...,ml 
= rank B(I,..., n - 1) + rank B[2,. . . , m] 
- rank B(l)..., n - 1)[2 ,..., m] 
= rankB(I,...,n - 1). 
Put now PK”_,C~ := P.Y_,%.+~~ q < t. Note that for 1 - n < q < t we 
have B, ,,+ = C,, and thus PK,_ 1 6.. = PK _ B.. = PK”_,Cij for j - i = q. 
We Aow are still left with the taskof findYing ‘k, and defining PK;_ ,Cij for 
j-i<t. 
Consider again the original partial matrix A. By Lemma 1.2 in [8] we can 
find a (not necessarily Toeplitz) minimal rank completion D = ( Djj):= llm_ 1 
of A such that gK._ I D is a minimal rank completion of P,,_,A (in both cases 
there appear n - 1 copies of Z = I, in PK,_ ,>. Let 
W = Range[ D(n)*PK;mI] rl Range( fK._lD)*, 
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and L c K,‘_ 1 be the space 
L = Range[ PK;_,D(n)Pw]. 
Put K, = K,_, + L. Because of the way L is defined, there is a matrix C 
such that 
P,D(n) = Zt$_lD. 
We will now replace the entries of D in the diagonals -n + 1, -n + 
2 >.*a> t - 1 inductively by entries Cj_i, j - i = --n + 1,. . ., t - 1, and 
along the way define PK L_ n ,Cij. The importance of this construction is that we 
use the linear dependence structure of D. First replace PK,_ , D, by PK, _ lCj _ i, 
j - i < t. The resulting matrix we denote by D(l). Put now for j = t - 1, 
t - 2,..., -n + 1 
PLCj := 8( tK,_,D(t-j)[n +jl), PK,I cj = 0; (1.4) 
then Dct-j+‘) is obtained from Dct-j) by replacing P,;_:_[(D(t-j)),o] with 
PLCj + PK; Cj for o - u = j. Thus (1.4) defines the remaining PK~_lCj, so 
that the construction of C is completed. 
We claim now that the partial lower triangular matrix C has the-property 
that its minimal rank equals mrA and that it satisfies requirement (iii). 
Indeed, one easily checks [use item (iii)(I) of the induction hypothesis and 
the fact that we only changed parts below the band whos? range lie in K,,i_ i] 
that the minimal rank of C equals the minimal rank of PK,_lV plus the rank 
of PK; D(n), which by the definition of K, is easily seen to equal rank D = 
mr A. Further, from the definition of K, one easily obtains that K, meets 
the requirements in (iii). H 
EXAMPLE 1.3. With the intent to shed some light on the construction in 
the end of the proof of Lemma 1.2, we have the following example: 
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For a minimal rank completion D of A(1,2> we may choose 
1 0 1 10 2 
25 1 0 1 16’ 1 
This implies that K, = (0) and the resulting lower triangular Toeplitz partial 
matrix for A(1,2> is 
e= 1 0 1 ? 25 1 0 1 ? 1 ?’ 
For the minimal rank completion D of A used in the proof of Lemma 1.2 we 
could choose the matrix 
0 1 5 11 
101 2. 
-5 10 1  (1.5) 
This gives us that W = span D(3)*, L = C, and thus K, = @. Since the 
third row in D equals the first row minus five times the second, we obtain 
that ); = [l -51. The construction at the end of the proof of Lemma 
I.2 tells us now to replace the (2, I) entry by - 5 [being the (3,2) entry 
(= PK,Dn,n+t-l )I, and next to replace the (3,l) entry by c(Di,>fE 1 = 1 X 
1 + (- 5) X (- 5) = 26. We thus obtain the partial matrix 
1 0 1 ? ? 
-5 10 26 -5 1 l?. 1 0 1 
which corresponds to C in Lemma 1.2. 
The remainder of the proof of Theorem 1.1 consists in applying Theorem 
2.1 in [7], which says that any lower triangular Toeplitz partial matrix has a 
minimal rank completion that is also Toeplitz. The algorithm described 
implicitly in [7] to obtain such a completion gives us that in the (1,4) entry 
[and thus also in the (2,5> entry] we have to put 5 X 1 + 1 X 0 = 5 (we 
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want to make the first row equal to 5 times row 2 + row 3), and subsequently 
in the (1,5) entry the number 5 X 5 + 1 = 26, yielding the completion 
1 0 1 5 26 
-5 101 5. 
26 -5 10 1  
Clearly, starting off with another minimal rank completion D in (1.5) will 
yield another Toeplitz minimal rank completion. An interesting question is 
what, in general, the set of all Toeplitz minimal rank completions look like. 
For triangular patterns the answer to this question was given in [7]. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. In case 0 E J one applies Lemma 1.2 to obtain 
a lower triangular Toeplitz partial matrix C with the same minimal rank. 
Subsequently apply Theorem 2.1 in [7], yielding a Toeplitz minimal rank 
completion for C (and thus also for A). 
In case 0 E J we have that A has in its first columns only unknown 
entries. One first removes these columns. Apply now the above reasoning to 
obtain a Toeplitz minimal rank completion. Throw away the diagonals with 
index < min J, remaining with an upper triangular partial Toeplitz block 
matrix. Put back the first columns with only unknown entries. Apply Theorem 
2.1 in [7] to get a Toeplitz minimal rank completion of the latter partial 
matrix. The final result is a Toeplitz minimal rank completion of A. w 
It is an interesting question what happens to the inequality mrA < mrr A 
when the pattern is nonbanded. For nonbanded patterns is there always 
an example with strict inequality? We shall by no means answer this ques- 
tion here, but we end this section with the observation that the answer will 
depend on the field in consideration. For instance, for the pattern 
* ? ? 
[ 1 ? * ? * ? * 
there is in the case lF = C no example of a scalar Toephtz matrix which gives 
strict inequality, but when [F = R the partial matrix 
1 ?? 
[ 1 ? l? -1 ? 1 
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has mr = 1 and mrr = 2 (since x2 = - 1 does not have a solution). It seems 
natural that, at least with some patterns, the algebraic closedness of the field 
plays a role. 
2. A PARTIAL REALIZATION PROBLEM 
We consider the following variation of the classical partial realization 
problem. Let M,, M,, . . . , M,_ 1, M, be a given finite sequence of r X s 
matrices. A system 2 = (A, B, C) w h ere A, B, and C are matrices of sizes 
q X q, q X s, and r X q, respectively, is called a realization of order t if 
&It+“-‘B = Mj, i = 1, . . . . p. 
Here t is a nonnegative integer. The case t = 0 corresponds to the classical 
case, which was introduced in [5]. The number q is called the dimension 
of the realization. The problem is to find for a given sequence of matrices 
M 1>“‘, M, a realization of order t with lowest possible dimension. This 
lowest possible dimension we shall denote by 6,(M1,. . . , M,), and refer 
to it as the degree of order t of M,, . . . , M,. The different orders of the 
realization problem indeed give rise to different degrees, as the following 
example shows. The sequence 
M, = 1, M, = 0 
has the realization (0, 1,l) of order 0, so S,(M,, M,) = 1, but one easily 
checks that this sequence has no realizations of order 1 with dimension 1. In 
fact, 6,(M,, M,) = 2. 
The following lemma relates this partial realization problem to the 
minimal rank completion problem. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let M,, M,, . . . , M, be a sequence of r X s matrices, and 
let t be a nonnegative integer. Then 
St@ I,..., MP) = mr,A 
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where A is the (t + p> X (t + p) Toephtz partial block matrix 
A= 
- M, ? ? 1,. ? ..- ? 
M MP p-1 
Ml M, 
? M, 
. . . 
MP 
? 
M, . . . M, . . . ? 
. . 
. . . M, M, ... M, 
(2-l) 
Proof. When (A, B, C) is a realization of order t for M,, . . . , M,, then 
(CAj_ c+t+P-‘B)f:~l (212) 
is a Toeplitz completion of A, defined in (2.1). This proves the inequality 2. 
To obtain the reverse inequality one may use Theorem 0.2 in [4] to obtain 
that any Toeplitz minimal rank completion of A can be written in the form 
(2.2) with A of size mr A. w 
Before we can state the main result in this section, we have to recall the 
notion of the triangular minimal rank (see [2]). We call CY c (1, . . . , n} X 
11,. . . > m} a triangular pattern if there exist permutations u and r such that 
(i,j) E ff, a(u) < c+(i), G-(O) < 7(j) * (u,o) E (Y. (2.3) 
When for (i, j) E LY matrices A,, of size ri x sj are given, then we introduce 
mr,{Aij} := 5 rank ( A,-I,“,, 7-l(“)); = ;i” r 
i=l 
where CL(i) = max{q 1 a-‘(i), ~-l(q)) E a) (which we set equal to 0 if the 
maximum is taken over the empty set) and I+ and r are chosen in such a way 
that (2.3) holds. This turns out to be a well-defined number, and it is referred 
to as the minimal rank of { Aij ] (i, j) E a). 
We now have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let M,, M,, . . . , M, be a sequence of r x s matrices. 
Then 
S,(M,, I&,...> MP) = mrA = max mr,{Mj_i+p}, 
where the maximum is taken over all triangular subpatterns (Y of 
{(%V)ll G v =G u < t + p, 1 - p < v - u < o}, (24 
and A is defined in (2.1). 
Proof. Use Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.1 to obtain the first equality, and 
next use Theorem 1.1 in [8] to obtain the second equality; note that the right 
hand side of (2.3) is indeed the so-called triangular minimal rank of A (see 
[2] for more details). n 
In the case of t = 0 Theorem 2.2 reduces to Theorem 0.2 in [4]. 
We illustrate Theorem 2.2 with the following example. For the sequence 
M, = 1, M, = 0, we get 




(Note that in fact we have only restricted ourselves to the maximal (by 
inclusion) triangular subpattems of (2.4), which is allowed; see [2] for more 
details on the triangular minimal rank.) 
In a banded matrix of bandwidth p there exist no triangular subpattems 
of size larger than /.L X /.L (i.e., the specified entries fit into a submatrix of size 
p X ~1. This observation together with the Toeplitz structure in (2.1) imme- 
diately leads to the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. Let M,, M,, . . . , 
Then for t > p 
M, be a sequence of r x s matrices. 
&(M~,Mz,...> MP) = L(M,, M,,..., Mp). 
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